Metrc Support Bulletin
Bulletin Number: CO_IB_6.22.20

Distribution Date: 7/14/20

Effective Date: In Effect

Contact Point: Metrc® Support

Subject: Reporting Plant Batch Guidance

Reason: Metrc is providing guidance on compliantly reporting Plant Batches and notice on the
bulletin archive.
Greetings Metrc Users,
The MED and Metrc would like to provide guidance on the compliant way to report Plant Batches. The
MED recently posted a Compliance Tip reminding licensees that all plant batches must come from a
source plant or package. The source plant must be either in the vegetative, flowering growth stage, or
within a package that contains seeds or immature plants
Metrc is also pleased to announce that all previous bulletins can now be found in the industry bulletin
archive on the Colorado-specific Metrc webpage.
Please review the following pages for guidance on the compliant procedure:
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Metrc Support Bulletin
Creating a Plant Batch from a Source Plant
Users must navigate to the vegetative or flowering plant tab to select the source or “mother” plant that
they will be taking a clone from. Once selected, the user will use the
immature plant batch.

button to create the

Figure 1: Select Source Plant
Next the user will input the required information outline within the action window in Figure 2 to create
the planting from a vegetative plant.

Figure 2: Create Plantings Window
To view the planting created, the user would navigate to the Immature Plant Tab in the Plants screen
and verify that all of the planting’s information is correct, including the “Source Plant” tag number.

Figure 3: Newly Created Immature Plant Batch
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Metrc Support Bulletin
Creating Plant Batch from Source Package
Users also have the ability to create an immature plant batch from a source package. This can mean
growing from a package of seeds or unpacking an immature plant package. To do this, the user would
select the source package and select “Create Plantings”.

Figure 4: Create Planting from Seed Package
The user would then utilize the action window and input all of the required information for the new
immature plant batch. Once the information is correct and verified by the user, they would select
“Create Plantings”. This will create the immature plant batch under the “Immature” tab in the Plants
grid.

Figure 5: Create Planting from Package Action Window

Please feel free to contact support at support@metrc.com or 877-566-6506 with any questions. All
Colorado industry bulletins can be found on the Colorado-specific Metrc webpage
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